**CNC Rotary Table Company Increased Storage Capacity / Saved New Construction Costs**

A leader in the CNC rotary table business utilized 3 Kardex Remstar Shuttle XP Vertical Lift Modules (VLM) with FastPic software, coupled with a new narrow aisle pallet rack layout, to increase storage and productivity. The company saved the cost of new building construction with these changes. The project resulted in a **42% increase of palletized products stored** in the same footprint as well as **53% space savings for small parts inventory**.

**Aerospace Parts Manufacturer Installs Shuttle XP VLMs / Regained Space Used for Additional CNC Machines**

A recognized leader in the manufacturing of high quality, complex components for the aerospace industry **regained 50% of valuable floor space** by installing 4 Kardex Remstar Shuttle XP VLMs. They used the regained space to install additional CNC machines, which increased their manufacturing capabilities and profit levels.

**Machine Tool Manufacturer Installs Shuttle XP VLMs / Better Inventory Management to Meet Customer Needs**

This client, a provider of high performance machine tools, accessories and related engineering and support services, installed 2 Kardex Remstar Shuttle XP VLMs to regain control of their inventory. The project resulted in an **80% decrease in area needed to store service parts**. The Shuttle XP VLMs, interfaced with Kardex Remstar’s FastPic software, allowed additional equipment to be kept in stock to better meet their customer’s needs. The FastPic software allowed for greater inventory control and security of expensive components.

**Contract Manufacturer Installs Shuttles XP VLMs / Increased Manufacturing Production Space**

This client specializes in the contract manufacturing of precision machined ferrous and non-ferrous alloy components. They utilized two 70 foot tall Kardex Remstar Shuttle XP VLMs, built in an out-door enclosure, to meet their additional storage and handling requirements. The project resulted in better organization of the work cells, increased productivity, and a **92% reduction of space needed to store tools**.
Space Saving Solutions

Benefits of Raymond® Narrow Aisle Forklifts

- Reliable and energy efficient
- Highest resale values
- Flexible leasing options
- Expertly engineered

Benefits of Kardex Remstar Shuttle XP VLMs

- **Security**: Only approved users can access tools
- **State of the Art**: Software manages tool usage
- Software links Usage to Work Order

Benefits of Spacesaver Mobile Storage

- **Save space**: Efficiently organize your stuff in a smaller footprint, scaled to meet customer demand.
- **Increased ROI**: Reduce fork truck travel, eliminate multiple pallet touches, reduce damage and return floor space for additional production.
- **100% Product Access**: ActivRAC® mobilizes existing stationary pallet racking.

Benefits of Raymond® Narrow Aisle Forklifts